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About RegEmerg

RegEmerg is a “free” application to clients or on request.  It is one of a series of 
emergency computer utilities that include WebEmerg and ICSEmerg.1

“RegEmerg” is an emergency personnel database that provides a structured 
approach to pre-registering response personnel within an agency, company, or 
non-government organization such as those that have Incident Management Team, 
OR to register responders as they arrive to participate at an incident (or exercise). 
RegEmerg is designed according to the international Incident Command System.

The objective of using RegEmerg is to ensure the right person is doing the right job, 
under correct supervision, and safely.   

The database can be used to register personnel from a company or agency, 
contractors, consultants, volunteers, and cooperating/assisting agencies.  The 
database is designed for registering personnel at the incident management 
(Incident Command Post) to the tactical (field) operations levels.  It is applicable to 
all hazards such as spills, seismic threats, floods, forest and structural fires, 
medical and animal health incidents.  Most of the drop-down menus and check-
boxes can be user modified to provide their own designations of Branches, Groups, 
Technical Specialists via the database’s “edit” or “other” features.

Features of the RegEmerg include the printing of Identification Cards, Field Safety 
and Assignment Cards, Gear Labels. It can track payments and undertake 
responder evaluations. 

The primary users of the database are Logistics and Finance/Administration 
Sections responsible for sourcing and registering responders.

Database Structure:

This emergency personnel database is comprised of “ONE” record for each 
response person, but has “MANY” forms (or layouts) of information for different 
purposes, such as registration ID cards, field cards.  The fundamental approach of 
the database is to enter information once, but use the information many times and 
in many ways.
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1 EnviroEmerg training courses included emergency management based on the Incident Command 
System (ICS) - 200 basic/300 intermediate combined.  As well as Shoreline Cleanup Assessment 
Techniques (SCAT) for marine (temperate and tropical environments) and inland oil spills.
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Select pop-down menu “Layout” located on far left to see the various forms/layouts 
that have been developed.  Only the layouts in CAPITAL letters require data-entry, 
as follows:
 
1. REGISTRATION
2. AUTHORIZATIONS AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
3.  CONTACT INFORMATION
4. FIELD ASSIGNMENTS
5. EQUIPMENT PROVIDED
6. PAYMENT
7. EVALUATION

The remaining forms, such as ID Card, Field Cards are various presentation of this 
entered data.  Field that are “grayed-out” are summaries of data. Brief descriptions 
of each form is provided below, followed by copyright, disclaimer and technical 
information.

FORM 1: REGISTRATION 

The registration form provides information about the registrant (response 
personnel) pertaining to work and home contact information, affiliation 
(government, company, contractor, etc), professional or volunteer associations.  

The form also provides important information on availability and suitability for an 
assignment, as well as emergency contact numbers and instructions.

Form 1 can be used to identify potential resources by geographic and/or planning 
areas.

Form 1 provides a place to record training and skills, as well as to document 
emergency experience either from involvement in incidents or exercises.  

Form 1 information provided is used to create Identification Cards and Labels, and 
is used to “screen” registrants for assignment either at an Incident Command Post 
(ICS positions) and/or in the field (tactical positions).

FORM 2: AUTHORIZATION AND ICS ASSIGNMENT 

The Authorization and Assignment Form provides registered responders their 
authorizations to attend specified emergency facilities (Incident Command Post, 
Bases, Camps, etc) as well as the assignment that the emergency management 
(ICS) level of positions (e.g. Incident Commander, Command Staff, Section Chiefs, 
Branch Directors, Group/Division Supervisor).

Information in Form 1 on registration is used to “screen” for suitability for 
assignment. 

Information from Form 2 is used to create Identification Labels that can be used on 
Incident Management Vests.  
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As will all forms, pertinent registrant and assignment information is carried over so 
it does not have to be re-entered (shown as grayed out boxes).  It is also a mean to 
revalidate the information. 

FORM 3: CONTACT INFORMATION 

The Contact Information Form is used to capture all the contact information related 
to work and business.  It is also used to record contact information that is 
operational and specific to the incident such as hotel phone number/location,  field 
radio channels, primary tactical/management contact numbers and methods. 

The information in Form 3 is used to create a “check-in and check-out card” that 
can be used an Incident Command Post or other facility by the check-in recorder.

FORM 5: EQUIPMENT PROVIDED 

The Equipment Provided Form is used to record equipment provided to both those 
responders undertaking incident management (e.g. an response team member’s 
overflight equipment) as well as tactical field responders (e.g. PPE, tools, 
technology). 

The information in Form 5 is to track which equipment is returned and in what 
condition.

FORM 6: PAYMENT 

The Payment Form is used to determine and record payment arrangements for all 
responders. 
The information in Form 6 is provided on the “payment field card”.

FORM 7: EVALUATION 

The Evaluation Form is used to evaluate a response personnel after an incident or 
exercise.  It provides a structured performance evaluation, as well as provides an 
opportunity for both supervisor and responder to make specific comments to 
improve performance.

Copyright, Disclaimer and Technical Information 

RegEmerg is a “free” application to clients or on request.  It is one of a series of 
emergency computer utilities that include WebEmerg and ICSEmerg. However, 
those that used RegEmerg have sole responsibility for any performance outcome. 
EnviroEmerg Consulting Services holds no legal or financial liability on the 
application of RegEmerg.

RegEmerg is not copyright protected, but is subject to acknowledgement of original 
source.  It cannot be sold for profit or retailed.  RegEmerg - when provide as a 
“runtime” application - is not maintained by EnviroEmerg Consulting Services. 
RegEmerg is developed on FileMaker Pro Advanced.  RegEmerg - whether the 
original development file or as runtime versions can be use on Windows and Apple 
operating systems. 
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 See website for details. EnviroEmerg Consulting Services is available to make 
minor modifications to the RegEmerg to meet client needs.

* runtime (RT) is a database version that does not need the application to function.  
If a dialogue box appears to open the  RT application, enter “admin” in username 
with no password.  This box can appear when you copy the folder to create a new  
registration database.

Comments and requests are welcomed.

Stafford Reid - M.Sc.
EnviroEmerg Consulting Services
PO Box 2504 Cowichan Bay
Canada, V0R 1N0
Cell: 250 732-5515 Office: 748-3710
E-Mail: enviroemerg@me.com
Skype: Stafford Reid
Web: enviroemerg.ca
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